HOW TO USE

CORONA Zephyr

The Portable Typewriter

WARRANTY

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT WE, THE L. C. SMITH & CORONA TYPEWRITERS INC., WARRANT EACH NEW CORONA "ZEPHYR" TO BE FREE FROM DEFECTS IN MATERIAL AND WORKMANSHIP. WE AGREE TO MAKE GOOD AT OUR FACTORY ANY PART OR PARTS WHICH MAY PROVE DEFECTIVE WITHIN THREE MONTHS AFTER DATE OF DELIVERY OF SUCH TYPEWRITER TO THE ORIGINAL PURCHASER. NO REPRESENTATIVE HAS THE AUTHORITY TO MAKE ANY OTHER WARRANTY IN OUR NAME.

L. C. SMITH & CORONA TYPEWRITERS INC.
SYRACUSE, NEW YORK

SERIAL NO. _______________________

DATE OF SALE _____________________

SOLD BY ___________________________

REMOVING THE MACHINE COVER

OPEN AND REMOVE THE MACHINE COVER BY PUSHING INWARD THE TWO COVER LATCH BUTTONS (SEE FIG. 1). WHILE THESE RELEASE BUTTONS ARE HELD IN DEPRESSED POSITION, SWING THE FRONT OF THE COVER UP AND OFF THE MACHINE.

GETTING THE MACHINE READY TO USE

PROBABLY THE SHIPPING EQUIPMENT WAS REMOVED FROM THIS MACHINE BEFORE YOU MADE THE PURCHASE. IF, ON THE OTHER HAND, THE TYPEWRITER WAS SHIPPED TO YOU DIRECT THE SHIPPING EQUIPMENT WILL HAVE TO BE TAKEN OUT BEFORE THE MACHINE CAN BE OPERATED. REMOVE THE SHIPPING EQUIPMENT BY CAREFULLY FOLLOWING THE ILLUSTRATED METHOD FOUND ON THE TAG TIED TO THE MACHINE WHEN IT WAS PREPARED FOR SHIPMENT. THIS TAG WILL NOT BE ON THE MACHINE IF THE SHIPPING EQUIPMENT WAS TAKEN OUT BEFORE DELIVERY.

INSERTING AND ADJUSTING THE PAPER

HOLDING THE PAPER WITH BOTH HANDS DROP IT DOWN BEHIND THE PLATEN (SHOWN IN FIG. 2) AND IN FRONT OF THE PAPER TABLE (ALSO SHOWN IN FIG. 2). THEN PUSH THE PAPER GENTLY DOWN INTO THE MACHINE WHILE TURNING THE PLATEN KNOB (SEE FIG. 2) IN THE DIRECTION AWAY FROM YOU UNTIL THE TOP EDGE OF THE PAPER COMES UP IN FRONT OF THE PLATEN. AS SOON AS THE PAPER SHOWS IN FRONT OF THE PLATEN, RAISE THE PAPER BAIL (SHOWN IN FIG. 2) FAR ENOUGH TO ALLOW THE PAPER TO FEED UNDER IT AND THEN DROP THE BAIL BACK DOWN. CONTINUE TO TURN IN THE PAPER UNTIL IT IS PROPERLY LOCATED FOR THE DATE, FIRST RULED LINE (IF RULED PAPER OR A FORM IS USED) OR TO THE POSITION YOU WISH TO START YOUR FIRST LINE OF WRITING.

IF THE PAPER NEEDS STRAIGHTENING, PUSH THE PAPER RELEASE LEVER, (SEE FIG. 2) BACKWARD TO WHERE IT AUTOMATICALLY SNAPS INTO RELEASED POSITION. NOW TAKE HOLD OF THE PAPER AT BOTH SIDES, STRAIGHTEN IT AND THEN DON'T FORGET TO PULL THE PAPER RELEASE LEVER FORWARD TO THE NORMAL POSITION.
Marginal Stops make it possible to have each line of writing begin at a uniform distance from the left edge of the paper and end at approximately the same distance from the right edge.

To set the Left Margin Stop (see Fig. 2), move the carriage to the point where you wish to begin the line. The carriage is moved to the right by simply pushing it to the right. If it is to be moved to the left, hold the carriage release lever (shown in Fig. 2) way forward, while holding onto either the right or left platen knob (see Fig. 2) to control the carriage while it is moved to the desired location.

Let us suppose that the left margin is to be set at 20 on the paper bail. Move the carriage so that #20 is exactly over the type opening in the type guide (see Fig. 2). Depress the outer or curled section of the left margin stop (see Fig. 2) and slide the stop to the right as far as possible. You will find that after so setting the left margin stop, the carriage will always stop at 20 or wherever you have set the stop, when moved to the right.

Fix upon the distance from the right edge of the paper that you want your right margin. Move the carriage to that point and slide the right margin stop to the left as far as it will go by pressing down on the outer top or curled section of the stop, in the same manner as when setting the left margin stop. If you have set the right stop let us say at #70, the last space you can write in will be at 70. The bell rings four to eight spaces before the end of the line. The number of spaces that may be written in after the bell rings may vary from one machine to another but the bell, on your own particular machine, will always ring the same number of spaces before the end of the line is reached.

Linespacing

After a line has been written and you wish to begin another, press down on the "finger pad" of the linespace carriage return lever (see Fig. 2) with, at the same time, a smart motion to the right. This not only returns the carriage for the beginning of a new line but also spaces up the paper to the next line.

Platen Release

The platen release lever is at the left end of the carriage (see Fig. 2). When it is desired to write on ruled lines, fill in blanks, etc., raise the platen release lever. The platen may then be turned freely without regard to regular linespacing. After raising the platen release, turn the platen (see Fig. 2) until the ruled line to be written on is even with the top or graduated edge of the line indicator (see Fig. 2). Be sure to push back the platen release lever before you start to write again, on unruled paper, or you may wonder why the linespacer doesn't function.
CAPITAL SHIFT KEYS

The machine in its normal position writes only the small or lower-case characters. Capital letters and the upper characters, such as those on the fourth or top row of keys are written by holding down either Shift Key (shown in Fig. 2), while striking the desired letter. To write all capitals, lock the Shift Keys down. Lock either the left or right hand Shift Key by depressing it all the way and swinging it a little toward the keyboard until it catches in the locked position. Release the locked right or left hand Shift Key by again depressing and swinging it away from the keyboard, out of the latched or locked position.

SPACEBAR

Each time that you depress the Spacebar (shown in Fig. 2) the carriage moves along one space to the left without printing. Be sure to depress the Spacebar after each word written.

BACK SPACE

When, due to an omission or error, you wish to move the carriage back (to the right) only one or two spaces, depress the Back Space Key (shown in Fig. 2) one stroke for each space desired.

CUTTING STENCILS

This machine has clean, sharp type and a powerful stroke. It is therefore excellent for cutting stencils or masters used on duplicating machines.

To cut stencils; First clean the type thoroughly with a good prepared cleaner, (Typebar Brand Type Cleaner) or gasoline applied with a brush or cloth. Clean the type using a motion toward the front and back of the machine and not sideways, as a sideways motion might be detrimental to good alignment. Pick out the hardened dirt and ink from such letters as, A, E, O, S, C, Q, etc., with a common pin. Slip the Ribbon out of the Ribbon Vibrator (shown in Fig. 2) and push it down behind the Type Guide (shown in Fig. 2) where it will not interfere.

Never under any circumstances use alcohol for cleaning the type or other parts of the machine as alcohol is detrimental to the finish.

HAND CONTROL OF RIBBON TRAVEL

In order that a fresh surface of the Ribbon may always be presented for the type to strike on, the Ribbon travels entirely automatically from the full to the empty spool. After the Ribbon has wound all on one spool, pull one of the Ribbon Reverse Levers (see Fig. 2) toward the front of the machine to reverse the travel of the Ribbon. Naturally the Reverse Lever at the empty Spool is the one to manipulate. Failure to reverse the travel of the Ribbon will soon cause the machine to tie up and become inoperative. A nickel plated eyelet is inserted near each end of the Ribbon. The appearance of the eyelets, as the Ribbon unwinds, will be an indication that the end of the Ribbon is near and that the feeding or traveling direction should be changed.

HOW TO CHANGE OR REPLACE THE RIBBON

Ribbons for this machine are purchased ready wound on Spools to fit and properly function. When purchasing Ribbons, ask for Typebar or Pigeon Brand for Corona Zephyr.

First, remove both Ribbon Spool Covers (shown in Fig. 2). To remove either Ribbon Spool Cover simply pull up on the Cover at the inner edge (edge toward the type) and lift it off the machine. Before removing the Ribbon, note carefully how it is threaded through the Ribbon Vibrator (see Fig. 2).

If the Ribbon is to be thrown away, cut or tear it in two. Take off both ribbon spools by lifting them up. Pull off the old Ribbon from one of the original spools but save the U-shaped clip that holds the end of the Ribbon on the spool.

Unwind some of the Ribbon from the new spool. Lay the end of the ribbon in place on the empty spool, force the Clip down over it and wind on a few turns. Be sure that the Ribbon is so fastened on the Hub of the Spool that it will feed to and from the back. A small arrow shaped piece in the top of the machine casing, close to each Ribbon Spool location is visible when the Spool Covers have been removed and show the direction of Ribbon feed. The Ribbon Spools are interchangeable from left to right. To replace the left hand spool, pull the left Ribbon Reverse Lever (see Fig. 2) forward. When replacing the right spool, of course the right hand Ribbon Reverse Lever (shown in Fig. 2)
SHOULD BE PULLED FORWARD. PLACE THE EMPTY SPOOL ON THE LEFT SPINDLE "A" (IN FIG. 2) AND PRESS DOWN GENTLY WHILE TURNING THE SPOOL ON THE LEFT, CLOCKWISE, OR THE SPOOL ON THE RIGHT, COUNTER-CLOCKWISE, UNTIL IT GOES COMPLETELY DOWN. ON THE INSIDE OF THE RIBBON SPOOL HUB IS A PROJECTION WHICH MUST ENTER ONE OF THE SLOTS IN SPINDLE "A". THIS PROJECTION WILL BE DAMAGED IF YOU FORCE THE SPOOL ON THE SPINDLE WITHOUT FOLLOWING THE INSTRUCTIONS ABOVE.

NOW REPLACE THE RIBBON SPOOL COVERS. YOU WILL SEE THAT ON THE OUTER EDGE OF EACH COVER IS A LITTLE CURVED "EAR" STICKING OUT ABOUT AN EIGHTH OF AN INCH. THIS "EAR" FITS INTO AN ARROW SHAPED SLOT OR PIERCE IN THE TOP EDGE OF THE MACHINE CASING, CLOSE TO THE SPOOL LOCATIONS. PUT THAT SIDE OF THE COVER ON FIRST, MAKING SURE THAT THE CURVED EAR ENTERS THE ARROW OPENING OR SLOT. PRESS THE COVERS DOWN ONTO THE SPOOLS SO THAT THEY SNAP DOWN TIGHT. AS THE COVERS ARE SNAPED INTO POSITION, BE SURE THAT THEY ARE CENTRALLY LOCATED OVER THE SPOOL AND IN PROPER RELATION TO THE MACHINE JACKET OR CASING (SHOWN IN FIG. 2).

THE NEXT STEP IS TO THREAD THE RIBBON THROUGH THE RIBBON VIBRATOR (SHOWN IN FIG. 2). LOCK ONE OF THE SHIFT KEYS DOWN IN CAPITAL LETTER POSITION.

HOLDING THE RIBBON BETWEEN THE THUMB AND FIRST FINGER OF EACH HAND, SLIP OR CROWD THE LOWER EDGE OF THE RIBBON DOWN INTO THE LOWER VIBRATOR LOOP (SEE FIG. 2), FAR ENOUGH TO ALLOW STRAIGHTENING THE RIBBON SO THAT THE UPPER EDGE PASSES UP INTO THE UPPER VIBRATOR LOOP (SEE FIG. 2). NOW PLACE THE RIBBON BEHIND THE THREE RIBBON GUIDES (NUMBERED 1, 2, AND 3 IN FIG. 2). PULL THE RIBBON TWO INCHES TO THE RIGHT AND THEN TO THE LEFT TO MAKE SURE THAT IT IS PROPERLY THREADED THROUGH THE VIBRATOR AND GUIDE WITHOUT CREASES. RELEASE THE LOCKED DOWN SHIFT KEY.

OILING

TOO MUCH AND TOO FREQUENT OILING TENDS TO COLLECT DUST AND DOES MORE HARM THAN GOOD. IT IS WELL TO HAVE YOUR MACHINE CLEANED AND OILED AT LEAST ONCE A YEAR BY SOME COMPETENT SERVICE STATION. WE, THE MANUFACTURERS, WILL BE GLAD TO FURNISH YOU WITH THE NAME AND ADDRESS OF THE NEAREST COMPETENT SERVICE STATION IN YOUR LOCALITY.

REPLACING THE MACHINE COVER

SET THE MACHINE DOWN ON A DESK OR TABLE WITH THE KEYBOARD TOWARD YOU. CENTER THE CARRIAGE SO THAT THE MACHINE COVER WILL FIT BY HOLDING THE CARRIAGE RELEASE LEVER (SEE FIG. 1) FORWARD AND LOCATING THE CARRIAGE SO THAT THE 1/40" MARK ON THE PAPER BAIL (FIG. 1) IS OVER THE TYPE OPENING IN THE TYPE GUIDE (SHOWN IN FIG. 2).

LOCATE THE COVER OVER THE MACHINE WITH THE REAR EDGE ON THE DESK AND THE FRONT EDGE HELD A FEW INCHES ABOVE THE MACHINE. PULL FORWARD ON THE COVER WHILE AT THE SAME TIME LOWERING THE FRONT DOWN OVER THE MACHINE. THIS WILL ALLOW THE COVER TO PROPERLY HOOK AT THE REAR. PUSH THE FRONT DOWN UNTIL THE TWO COVER LATCH BUTTONS (SHOWN IN FIG. 1) SECURELY FASTEN.

FOR COMPACTNESS WHEN DESIRED, PUSH THE MACHINE COVER HANDLE (SEE FIG. 1) DOWN UNTIL IT LIES FLAT ON THE COVER.

THE COVER SHOULD GO ON EASILY AND IF IT DOESN'T, DO NOT FORCE IT BUT MAKE AN EXAMINATION TO SEE THAT THE CARRIAGE HAS BEEN PROPERLY CENTERED, THAT NEITHER SHIFT KEY IS LOCKED DOWN, AND THAT THE TWO COVER HOOKS (SEE FIG. 1) HAVE ENTERED THE INTENDED OPENINGS IN THE BACK OF THE MACHINE.